SAMPADA
Yo u r W i n d ow To U VC E
Dear Alumni,
We are overwhelmed by the response got by our fellow
Alumni in India and abroad towards the MegaReunion
2011. We would like to mention that early bird offer
for the individual registrations are over. However we
still are extending a discounted rate for the alumni
who register within November 30th, 2010, in the for of
Group Registrations.
AVAIL THE BEST OFFER FOR GROUP BOOKINGS
BY ADDING YOUR BATCHMATES, SPOUSE AND
KIDS IN A SINGLE REGISTRATION !!!!
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EDITORIAL
Hello Readers,
It has been a wonderful, joyful and
nostalgic ride since the last year and
the most satisfying of them all is delivering 11 consecutive editions of
SAMPADA. We hope that we have
made a small impression with which
Sampada comes to your mind every
time you crave for those campus
memories.
Campus has never been so active
since the past 2 years..!! But now I
can feel the rush of active liquids
oozing out of the minds which had
been made passive with no activities.
A lot of activities are lined up to enthrall the students of UVCE.
One thing which i had always
thought, all the companies that visited our campus had said the same
too, that knowledge base had declined among students. Some said, it
is lack of preparation, some blamed

it over the faculty and some on the casual attitude at the college. But to me it
was all about the attitude of the students as some bask in glory when they
say, " I got 70% marks without studying
a bit " and also the big difference in
what the companies expect and what is
gained here.
To brush aside such alarming developments, initiatives by alumni have
started gathering steam that are out to
bridge the above mentioned gaps. One
such group from the batch of 2005 is
teaching the students of CSE and ISE,
the core concepts of each technical
arena and educating them about the
expectations from the companies.
Alongside this, "Samvaada", a VisionUVCE initiative, has geared up with activities and sessions that cover varied
topics with our alumni expressing outright acceptance to share the knowledge. Get deeper into events inside the
campus, we have acclaimed events like,
KAGADA, a national level paper presentation contest which provides plat-

form to showcase the talents and research work.
Latest to join this bandwagon is, a slew
of initiatives from the Dept of ECE,
UVCE. There are technical seminars
being conducted every fortnight and
minds from ISRO, UPARC ( Upagraha Amateur Radio Club ) will be
there on Nov 2nd, to educate the kids
about HAM RADIO and Satellites.
But the appreciable part of all these is,
students have shown enough interest
in all of them. I guess this is the right
way to go.
If you think against it, Well..! We have
space to accommodate you too. Come
join all of us with your set of ideas that
helps college any which way.
Welcome on board..!!
Thanks,
Team Sampada.

“And in the end, it’s not the years in your life that count. It’s the life in your years”- Abraham Lincoln

SAMVAADA
VISIONUVCE team, as already announced, has started a definitive,
fruitful interactive sessions for the
students in college (of all batches and
branches) It is coming out in the
name of “SAMVAADA”, which covers the topics- (Technical, Higher
Studies opportunities, Quantitative/
Aptitude, Personality Development/
Team Building skills and others)
Samvaada conducted an event on
30th October in UVCE with an edu-
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cative, fun intended event that had
around 25 students actively participating in it. It was intended at conveying
them about the things in the store of
Samvaada and what they can expect
out of it. We were very happy that the
event went well and the students enjoyed it too. We had a Name-Game,
after which I'm sure all the students
would forget their buddies names and
interact with them through the symbols. This was followed by an event

that tested the students of their
analysis and descriptive skills and
everyone did really well. This was
followed by the feedback and suggestions timeout which helped us to
understand the minds of students.
We came back from the sessions satisfied and with a hope to continue
this in long run.

SAMPADA

VISIONUVCE
Wawo..!! Congratulations to
VisionUVCE team, for completing one
successful year serving as the window of
information over the internet catering to
thousands of UVCEians, lending its
support for MEGAREUNION, for
which VISIONUVCE is a very important platform. It started with a simple
and humble UI with basic features of a
website and since then has garnered
enough mileage to become a hit among
all the UVCEians and filled the void
created by the absence of a dedicated
website for the college alumni. We are
happy to be using it and we wish it carries on for the years to come.

Along the same lines, the VisionUVCE repository now contains the
details of about 900 UVCEians enhancing the richness and reachability. We
hope to maximize the numbers to a
great extent and voice out to as many
UVCEians as possible.
With 93 years of vast history
comprising of greatness, pride and even
greater personalities, we feel it is our
duty to introduce all the UVCEians of
the personalities, great minds whose
rendered service has given light to
many domains, made life easy for people across our state, country and the
world. We'd like to publish an article in
every edition of our SAMPADA and in
the website as ,―PARICHAYA‖. In
wake of this, we invite bio of personalities from our readers which we can use
in SAMPADA. You can give us a writeup about yourself too. We'd like to convey hereby that there are information
hungry UVCEians who want to know
about their fellows and reminisce and
reconnect with them.

MegaReunion has slowly but
steadily entered the fast-track mode and
things are happening quite swiftly.
UVCEians have realized the importance
of organizing such a mammoth get together. The registrations for the event
have crossed appreciable numbers of 750
and the group registrations have taken
centre-stage and the block registrations
are sure to push the numbers to a
greater heights. It is your event and register today itself by visiting our website,
www.visionuvce.in.

Do you want to share
your memories about
the college days with
others?
Do you want to publish
group photo of your
batch, maybe in college
or trip?
You want to recollect
some important happenings in college during your period?
Please do send us at

megareunion
@visionuvce.in
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Mail us the bio's, your queries at,
megareunion@visionuvce.in.

PRINCIPALS OF COLLEGE

DR NARAYANA REDDY

DR K RANGA

1993-1995

1995-1997
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UVCE CAMPUS BUZZ
 The buzz as we had reported in the
last edition is going great guns this
month too with a slew of educative,
informative, high decibel, adrenaline pumping, jaw dropping events
on the list.

 The month of November is the
month of festivities and of enjoyment. It starts with Kannada Rajyotsava, Deepavali and then on UVCE
takes flashy wings to showcase, KAGADA, a national level technical
paper presentation which was held
on 30th of October, in association
with BRV VARDHAN paper presentation contest under the IEEE

Bangalore section wing, a workshop
on amateur radio (HAM RADIO)
and satellites by UPARC (Upagraha
Amateur Radio Club) under the
shade of Dept of ECE, UVCE with
VC of BU inaugurating the event,
INSPIRON, an entrepreneurial and
management based fest, a kind of its
own among the fests across college
on 12th and 13th, FIESTA, the intra-collegiate cultural fest that has
made every UVCEian wait with
huge expectation to let their hair
down is in offing too. We are sure
engineering can't get more merrier
than this.

 We are proud to announce that
the stall that was put up by Placement and Training Centre,
UVCE in, TRANSITION, an
initiative conducted by Cognizant
Technological Solutions, won
2nd prize for the effort. Hearty
congratulations to those who have
made it big. Also, students from
UVCE, Sudhakar Pillai and
Pranav Deshpande, both from 7th
semester, ECE, bagged 1st prize in
the quiz conducted by them and
the best part was that, they were
offered job prospects on the spot
after the impressive display of
talent.

Essay / SOP Review
Hello UVCEians,
With the M.S./M.B.A application
season in full swing, UVCE SAMVAADA is announcing a Essay/
SOP review service for the first time
ever in UVCE's history. The team
consists of people who have done or
currently doing their M.S and/or
M.B.A or have professional experience to share their valuable insights
to make your essays/SOP more effective.
Process:
We have a streamlined process to
enable quick turnaround on reviews
as well as suitable matches of reviewers to the submitted essays/SOPs.
We will use Google Docs for the
review process.
Here's the stepwise process 1. Fill out the Essay/SOP review
request form.
2. Pl. share two documents via
Google Docs with uvcemasters@gmail.com
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(a). Your resume
(b). Final version of the essay/SOP
that you intend to submit as part of
your application.
Pl. note that the intent of this review
process is not to come up with a draft
of your essay/SOP but to help you
refine and polish the essay before final
submission. Therefore, pl. send only
the version of the essay/SOP that you
think is ready to be submitted along
with your application.
Once your essay/SOP is shared in
Google Docs, a reviewer will work
with you to provide his/her suggestions/feedback. They will tag their
comments in the shared document
using various colors/highlights. Once
the reviewers have provided their input, you can choose to un-share the
essay/SOP and appropriately accept/
reject their recommendations.
Review Team:
Anil Rao runs Product Management
and Business Strategy at SeaMicro.

Rajiv Chamraj is currently Marketing
and Business development executive
at a mobile video start-up.
Shesh Vasudevamurthy completed
his BE (ECE 1996) from UVCE and
was campus recruited to PCL Mindware and later moved to US for MS
(Computer Science) at University of
Texas at Arlington.
Randhir Hebbar has over 9 years of
Project Management and Retail Consulting experience with Retail Clients
such as Gap, Nordstrom, Walmart
and DELL as well as other companies
such as Citigroup and Glaxo SmithKline.
Janardhan Shetty worked at IBM India Software Labs for two years after
graduating in Information Science in
2008 from UVCE. He is currently
pursuing MS at Texas Tech University, Lubbock, USA.
SAMPADA

Articles
SEETHING SEVENTIES
I joined first semester B. Arch at U.V.C.E, in 1969. We were the third batch to join the Department, which had been started just 2 years previously. I was, on one hand, proud to join a prestigious college where my father had studies before, but on the other hand I was nervous of entering a
college which was for most part, a male domain. The atmosphere was very different from that of the
school I had attended. There was a separate lounge called a Ladies Room where we spent our breaks
in the first year. Later we got bolder and went to the Canteen for snacks.
On the third floor however, where our department was located, we were much at home. We
were like one big group—no distinction between juniors and seniors. Sometimes the lectures were
held in the old high ceiling lecture halls (above the present principal‘s chamber). Especially the early
morning classes would be welcome, what with the famous Cubbon Park across the road; minus today‘s traffic. A better locale wouldn‘t be there than Cubbon Park to practice surveying and leveling
lessons.
The teachers were very approachable and friendly. I have fond memories of our study tours,
when the entire department and all the teachers booked an entire railway bogie and went for a trip to
North India. We took pride in taking photographs with the simple click cameras we could afford at
that time on the trip. The Sikri or similar places, for which huge drawing boards, tapes ranging rods
etc had to be carried along with us on the train. The work would stretch sometimes from early morning to late afternoons.
Being a new Department, perhaps we did not have many facilities compared to the present
day,(sometimes civil engineering students would share the same drawing hall for their own class with
us or sometimes with juniors or seniors as there weren‘t enough classrooms) , but we worked hard
and sincerely to the best of our capacities. Being reserved by nature, I made only a few friends during
my stay in college, but I am glad to say that I still have the same affectionate regard for those friends
and of course my teachers.
My years at UVCE widened my horizons and made me what I am today.
V. Prathima Naidu
BMS College of Engg., Bangalore
****************************************************
To me, UVCE stands for Unique, Vivid and Comprehensive Excellence-it was, is and I hope
always will be a college with a difference. It blends the mellow, grand old buildings and a great tradition with the best and latest knowledge, facilities and education. I am sure that each and every one of
us who have studied in this venerable institution has warm and happy recollections of the years spent
here.
When I joined in 1973, there were just few girls in the entire engineering college (including all
the five years of the course) – now it must be five hundred or more! We girls had a very cozy life
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with a comfortable Ladies‘ Room which was the envy of our classmates. We were very conscious that
we were extremely fortunate , especially in the Electronics Department, where we were termed ‗la
crème de la crème‘ (The cream of creams), I think this must be still the same for the present generation, but in those days, there was in addition, a relaxed and serene atmosphere with confidence that
our future careers were bound to be bright since graduating from UVCE itself was an honor.
We in UVCE used to bag at least nine out of ten State Ranks when I was studying. We used
to grudge the one rank left over and try our best to keep all the other colleges from getting into the
list! Maybe that was a life which had less competition than today, but we must and do thank our
professors and lecturers for the excellent coaching and firm grounding we obtained.
I am also extremely happy that after obtaining my ME degree, and working at ISRO Satellite
Centre for 15 years, I was able to register for my Ph.D under Prof. H. N. Shivashankar, again at
UVCE. In spite of his very busy schedule, and my own responsibilities, I could still spend quite an
amount of time in the familiar campus and recapture the carefree days as a student once again. This
time, the library was much larger and the computer facilities had become very impressive. The notice
boards showed the exciting opportunities in the curricular and extracurricular activities, and extremely up to date information. However most of the rooms looked just the same and the friendly,
being college atmosphere was as calm and relaxing as before. In fact most of my old lecturers were
still there and all looked exactly the same- there must be some magic elixir in the air which gives eternal youth to those who spend their time there!
In conclusion, it is clear that UVCE gave us not just an engineering degree but a lot of priceless gifts such as Quest for Excellence, Unbeatable, Vigorous, and Confidence and An Exhilarating
time. Thank You, UVCE for this great experience!
Dr.Kamalini Martin
(BE 1978, Ph.D 1999)
ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore.

TIME IS PRECIOUS
To know the value of one year, ask a student who has failed in the exam.
To know the value of one month, ask the mother who has delivered the premature baby.
To know the value of one day, ask the editor of a weekly.
To know the value of one hour, ask the lovers who are waiting to meet.
To know the value of one minute, ask the person who has missed the train.
To know the value of one second, ask the person who has survived the accident narrowily.
To know the value of one millisecond, ask the athlete who has come second in Olympics.
IBRAHIM Y
2000 MECHANICAL
Note: All the above articles and photos are taken from previous college magazines (CHIRANTANA, VINYASA) Articles about
your college days and memories are welcome. Along with the articles from College Magazines, we would also like to publish more
articles, which the other Alumni would like to know more.
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SAMPADA

What others are saying about MR???
This MegaReunion, whose so ever idea
is a wonderful one. I very much appreciate it. This is an opportunity for
meeting the UVCEians since 1940s.
Even my own classmates have not been
able to meet each other. It will be a
very nice opportunity and feeling. All
the best and wish a grand success.

I am very encouraged to see this initiative being taken up on a grand scale. UVCE has
some great students and alumni and connecting everyone will be beneficial to all. This
should do wonder to promote the UVCE brand. I am happy to get involved in anyway
I can… Good Luck !!!

DR C BADRINATH
1969-74 MECH

It is better to build BRIDGES rather than
WALLS. I am really happy about it and
wish to join hands with the Organising
Committee, who have instrumented in
setting this wonderful event of bringing all
the UVCEians together.

ANAND RAO
2001 MECH

Tell what you
feel about the
UVCE MegaReunion 2011.
megareunion
@visionuvce.in

Nostalgia is something that comes easily for everyone
associated with this college of around 90 years of history. Looking forward to meet, talk, laugh with fellow
―PROUD UVCEians‖ Hope the two days will bring out
all the greta memories and emotions, I have with this
college.
ABHINANDAN S
2008 ECE

Looking forward to the opportunity to meet the classmates and other fellow
alumni, Explore opportunities to make UVCE an even greater institution.

G HALAPPA
1981 EEE

Y R SUDHAKAR
1983-88 Batch

Here we go, UVCEians in retro..!!
Their memorable days of learning with fun, their
idea of celebrations, those nostalgic faces, their
energy to show the world that they can win and
all this in a wonderful campus, UVCE.
We could muster such subtle feelings from the
pictures posted alongside.

1975 ELECTRONICS
1975 ELECTRICAL
We thank Mr. D Dwarkanath, from 1975 EEE for
sharing both these group photos with us.
When was the last time you saw your batch or group
photo in Black & White, Retro, Eastman..??? Send it
across to us at, megareunion@visionuvce.in, and we
will make sure it reaches all your batch-mates will see
that and connect with you.
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Think Piece By UVCEians
In this edition, we speak about a rare immaculate personality who has tasted success very early in his career with his sheer
hard work and out of the box thinking. Lohith Ravi, from 2009 batch CSE, is an exceptional talent who has had 12
Inventions protected for IBM in past 1 year, 2 Invention are Filed for Patents with 10 of them being published
with www.ip.com. He is the youngest person to get plateau in IBM India, till date and was awarded Plateau award within
12 months of joining IBM. He has had 2 Invention Disclosures Filed and 10 Invention Disclosures published. The 2 File
rated Disclosures are related to Resource-Adapters and Breakpoints respectively. He shares his knowledge about patents
and its operability. We are proud to have his words and we wish him all the success in the future.

Types of securing your Idea
1. Publish
There is an Invention that you don‘t want to patent, Then you can Publish it in some Invention Disclosure
Tracking Databases. This will cost less compared to patenting. People Publish the Inventions when they are dependent
on other company Products Or When it is dependent on Open-source technologies Or When you feel spending huge
money patenting the invention may not give enough business value.
When you publish the Invention it means you are securing your Idea and OTHERS cannot patent it any more.
But the Publish invention is such that, anyone can take and Implement it for free of COST.
2. Patent
When the Quality of the Invention is very high and if you suspect enormous Profit/revenue from the Invention, you
can go for Patenting Or your company will go for patenting the invention.
Patenting is about, you have secured the Idea, and if anyone wants to use the invention, they have to pay you the
money that you demand !! It is like an asset you are creating, and is called INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, you have
made a property and no one else can use it without your permission.
What is Patentable/Publishable as Invention? Does there exist a core claim you can point at? Verify the idea through
searches
To describe in brief the answers,



Patentable Items are:
Any novel function or feature that is not obvious OR An existing technology applied in a novel or manner
which is not obvious.( This includes new industry standards and methods.) OR Something that has produced
unexpected results.



Process for Identifying Potentially Patentable Opportunities:
> Identify a problem > Identify solutions to the problem > Search for those solutions using the various search
tools . Google/patents, etc > Eliminate all solutions that prior art is identified > Further investigate/develop solutions
where no prior art is identified.



Where to Find Potentially Patentable Opportunities :
 Looking in your day to day job
 Looking in the areas that support your job (i.e. tools, db‘s, web services etc)
 Identifying problems that needed a unique solution
 Breaking up large systems and projects into individual problems and solutions




Search your idea before putting to much time into it

Document the search words used in your searches
Example: Event Table Key Lookup / Prefix Database Key
Spend no more than 30-45 minutes searching for prior art using a variety of the search tools available
Include any related search results in your invention disclosure submission, in the background section of the
disclosure form, and specify how your invention disclosure claims differ from the prior art. Also include how it is better
than the prior art if not different enough.
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SAMPADA

Life @ UVCE
―Hurry up.. UVCE or BMS? ―The CET counselor was staring at me expecting to hear a name.
My mind was oscillating umpteen times to take this firm decision which would ensure me growing on a campus that
would decide my career thereafter. looked at my father who was accompanying me for the CET counseling, took a deep
breath. ― UVCE, Computer Science‖ rolled out. The journey thus began for me.
After being born in Bijapur, my life in city like Bangalore was very interesting. As there was a gap of around 10 day
for college to start, I began on my initial mission: House hunting. I was soon joined by my friend called Pavan who was my
class mate at Sainik School Bijapur. We proudly call ourselves as ―Ajeets‖. Days rolled by and the Ajeet family at UVCE grew
to four with Guru and Akshay . Soon in second semester we all shifted to ―Shiv Sadan‖ near 108b bus stop, R T Nagar. Till
the last of our college days it remained our dwelling place.
Every student has a first day experience. I am no different. Interesting??? Well very much. There was this boy who
suddenly came from nowhere and joined our group. Standing in the corridor few students from my class were discussing
about our background and getting to know each other. This group has gone long down the four years to be called as ―All
Crazy‖ from CSE. The topics?? Well what can you expect out of a bunch of First day-ers of First Years?? The brain storming
session spanned from the ― NASA‖ professor who would be taking Mechanical subject (I still don‘t know if he was actually
from NASA) to the latest fresh flowers in the garden whom all gardeners are trying to crater to. This boy whom I was talking
about, pointed out some sister (sis??? Reasons later) and asked our opinion. I like a sincere fresher was quite shy to answer
that. I jokingly edged him with my fist in his stomach and said ―What Machi?? Let‘s have a better interaction and then comment‖. May be I was acting all macho on the first day, the punch was quite hard for that boy and he left out a huge sigh of
pain and moved behind. The classes went on smoothly and it was tea time. Canteen??? Lets go.
I cursed my holy stars first for 1. Giving that punch 2. Keeping my hand on his shoulder and leaning for almost 30
min( I didn‘t realize) 3. Calling him ―Machi‖ and ―da‖. It was as if the universe had conspired for this fate full day. Sitti ng
across the table was this guy with few friends and in some serious conversation. Before I could act smart, I was summoned by
his highness. Now you must have realized why I called ―Her ―as ―Sister‖. SIGH. I turned purple. But guess this was the beauty
of UVCE. They all laughed at this incident quoting it as intentional and turned my first day at college an eventful one.
Right from attending classes in Lecture Complex, ―Ardha Chaha‖ at Canteen, books hunting in library, interesting
lectures of Dr VKR, and intense slumbers during some other lectures, it was a beautiful package. College fests were one event
every year we looked up to. Inspiron (Management), Milagro (Cultural), Impetus (Technical) are the prominent ones. Right
from conceptualizing the event to deciding about logistics, it‘s a great journey.
Games? Well it started with cricket, then with football, then with Basket ball. Cricket remained all time favorite. Internals and exams were quite a contradiction for few. During internals it was a regular scene to find students lined up at college to get expert lectures from students who had studied. Final exams were fun. Fun because we got to study late night, have
frequent coffee, go to friends rooms/houses, open books and discuss. With so many interesting places to visit around Bangalore, we were very well motivated to find an empty slot and break free amidst Mother Nature. Right from trekking to sightseeing, we were game. Sometimes our trips coincided with the results announcements. It was a sight of life to see friends search
for signals on top of a mountain to know if the results have been announced back in college.
UVCE transforms a student from a teenaged organism to a mature individual. An average student at UVCE experiences it all. Right from the academic rigor, tormented lectures (seldom), few very good professors and staffs, naughty but rock
solid friends on whom you could always count on, fear of placements. They learn to undergo emotional oscillation and mental rigor. Placement season is another important aspect of UVCE. This is the phase where the whole batch comes together as
a team and faces the corporate challenges. Long Gyan sessions from our peers, some guest lectures by industry experts and
panel discussion with corporate honchos add flavor to the season. UVCE has been hot spot for recruitment by various Companies. I have only seen it growing every year.
I have been fortunate in many aspects. Got into Computer science, played football for college, won medals in Athletics for Bangalore University, took part in college fests and represented my batch for placement process. Basically I got a
wholesome development exposure. Presently I am pursuing MBA in a Prominent B School in India. But the spirit of a student from UVCE is still burning in me. The basic principles of life still remain rock solid. Through this write up I have tried
to share my experience. Many would have their own. I along with Computer Science Batch of 2009 would like to wish all the
present students at UVCE a very best in their Endeavour. GOD SPEED
Sandeep B Hanchanale (2005-2009 Computer Science)
<Sandeep2164@yahoo.com >; <http://mysticserene.blogspot.com/ >; <http://twitter.com/burningchill >
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ನ್ಮ್ಮ ಯುವಿಸಿಇ
ಯುವಿಸಿಇ ಕಹಲ ೇಜನುು ಷರ್ ಎಂ.ವಿ ಸ್ಹಾಪಿಸಿ ೯೩ ಶಷಗಳಹಯುು. ೧೯೧೭ನ
ಇಷವಿಯಲ್ಲಿ

ಷರ್

ಎಂ

ವಿವ ವೇವವರಯಯನರು

ಮೈಷೂರಿನ

ದಿಹನರಹಗಿದ್ಹಾಗ ,

ಯುವಿಸಿಇ ಕಹಲ ೇಜನುು ಸ್ಹಾಪಿಷು ದಿಟ್ಟ ನಿರ್ಹಷರನುು ತ ಗ ದುಕ ೂಂಡಿದಾರು. ಈ ಶಷ
ಷರ್ ಎಂ.ವಿ ಯರ ೧೫೦ನ ಜನಮ ಹರ್ಷಷಕ ೂೇತ್ಸ. ಇದ್ ೇ ಷಂದರ್ಷದಲ್ಲಿ ನಮ್ಮ
ಕಹಲ ಜಿನ ಮ್ಧುರ ನ ನುಗಳನುು ಮಲುಕು ಹಹಕು, ಷರ್ ಎಂ.ವಿ-ಯರನುು
ಷಮರಿಷು, ಹಿರಿಯ-ಕಿರಿಯ ವಿದ್ಹಯರ್ಥಷಗಳ ಲಿರು ಕೂಡಿ ಬ ರ ಯು ಷದಕಹವನುು
"ಮಗಹ ರಿಯೂನಿಯನ್" ಕಹಯಷಕರಮ್ದ ಮ್ೂಲಕ ತ್ಮ್ಗಹಗಿ ರಷುುತ್ಡಿಷುತ್ತುದ್ ಾೇ .
೨೦೧೧ ಜನರಿ ೨ ಮ್ತ್ುು ೩ನ ತಹರಿೇಖಿಗ , ಬ ಂಗಳೂರಿನ ಅರಮ್ನ ಮೈದ್ಹನದ
ಹಹಗು ಕ ಅರ್ ೃತ್ುದಲ್ಲಿರು ಯುವಿಸಿಇ ಕಹಲ ೇಜಿನ ಆರಣಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಈ ಕಹಯಷಕರಮ್ನುು ಸಮ್ಮಮಕ ೂಳಳಲಹಗಿದ್ . ದ್ ೇವ ವಿದ್ ೇವಗಳಲ್ಲಿ ಸರಡಿರು ನಹ ಲಿರೂ ರಷಪರ ಭ ೇಟಿಯಹಗು ಈ ಷಂದರ್ಷಕ ೆ ಕಹತ್ರರಹಗಿದಿಾೇವಿ ಎಂದು ಭಹವಿಷುತ ುೇ .
ಅಂತ್ರ್ಹಷಲದಲ್ಲಿ "ವಿಶನ್ ಯುವಿಸಿಇ"- ನಮ್ಮ  ಬಸ್ ೈಟ್ ಕ ಕಹಯಹಷರಂರ್ ಮಹಡಿ, ಒಂದು ಶಷ ಕಳ ದು ಹ ೂೇಗಿದ್ . ಅತ್ತ
ಶೇಘ್ರದಲ್ಲಿಯೇ ಅದರಲ್ಲಿ ಕನುಡ ುಟ್ನುು ಆರಂಭಿಷುತ್ತುದ್ ಾೇ . ನಿಮ್ಮ ಹಹರ ೈಕ , ವಿವಹವಷ, ಪಿರೇತ್ತ, ಪ್ರೇತಹಸಸ ಷದ್ಹ
ನಮ್ಮಂದಿಗ ಇರುತ್ುದ್ ಎಂದು ಭಹವಿಷುತ ುೇ .
ಕನುಡ ರಹರ್ ೂಯೇತ್ಸ ಹಹಗು ದಿೇಪಹಳಿ ಸಬ್ಬದ ಹಹರ್ಧಷಕ ವುಭಹವಯಗಳು !!!!
"ಸಿರಿಗನ್ನಡಂ ಗೆಲ್ೆೆ, ಸಿರಿಗನ್ನಡಂ ಬಾಳ್ೆೆ"
"ಎಲ್ಾಾದರು ಇರು, ಎಂತಾದರು ಇರು, ಎಂದೆಂದಿಗು ನೀ ಯುವಿಸಿಇ-ಯವನಾಗಿರು"!!!

Visit
www.VisionUVCE.in

FEEDBACK/SUGGESTIONS
It has been 10 editions and
with the same zeal we bring
out to you the 11th edition.
The response that we have
been getting has been less
than amazing. We request
you not to adjust to whatever
information or content that
we bring out but let us know

what you actually like. We
are trying to get into your
heart to know what is that
you all like. We would like
Sampada to evoke emotions
that a UVCEian missing his
good golden days would
emote. Do write into us at
megareunion@visionuvce.in

for feedbacks and suggestions.
Let us know the changes that
you would like to see in Sampada and we will be glad to
consider them.
Thanks,
Team Sampada.

